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Keep an eye out for stars throughout the
guides. Stars point out important deadlines
and timelines!

614 Columbia Rd
Dorchester, MA 02125

File your grievances carefully. Mistakes and missed
steps can keep you from court. If you make a mistake
following the grievance procedure, try again. You may
be able to fix it!
DO YOUR BEST. We know sometimes you cannot complete all
the steps because they are too difficult or the system is not
working. Courts might understand too, if you have done your best
to complete all the steps.
ALWAYS KEEP A COPY of everything you
write and submit. A copy can be proof you did
the step correctly. KEEP A COPY OF
RESPONSES from the prison too. A copy can
show what steps the prison asked you to take.

You MUST complete all steps of the
grievance procedure before going to
court. Do the best you can!
IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS ask a friend for help.
Look at the guide. Go to the library.

“From where I am now, I still think of all of you. When I
leave this place . . . I will still think of all of you. And to
anyone who finds themselves feeling alone behind bars,
know that there is a network of us who are thinking of
you. You will never be forgotten.”
– Chelsea Manning, The Guardian, Feb. 13, 2017

Prisons do not always fix or respond to grievances.
IT IS STILL IMPORTANT to grieve. It is the only
way you will be able to sue.
Even if the problem is not solved, the grievance will
help by CREATING A RECORD of what has
happened. Your file will TELL A STORY.
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Prisons track grievances by type. Data can be
made PUBLIC so people can see and study what
has being going on in the prison. Free world allies
can advocate based on the data.

WHERE DO I START?
If you choose to file, you will
have deadlines to meet. You
have 60 days after the incident
happened to complete the first
2 steps. Getting the form,
copying the form, and sending
the form can take a long time.
Start early!

WHAT IF I CAN'T START?
An incident may be upsetting or tough to
report. Take care of yourself. You have
the option to file a "Good Cause for
Untimely Filing Form" if you miss a
deadline for a good reason (like physical
injury).
IS IT AN EMERGENCY?
If you are in immediate danger, see
page XX for a special emergency
grievance process.

H E L P F U L

PICK 1 ISSUE
File 1 grievance for each
issue you can at a time.
But make sure to grieve
all issues - just do 1
issue per form.

CAN I HAVE A
GRIEVANCE FORM?
Go to the library, ask a
guard, or unit manager
for a form. If you
cannot get a form
because staff will not
give you one, use a
blank sheet and move
on. Explain why you do
not have a form.

T I P S

ASK FOR A
CLEAR FIX
WRITE DOWN EVERYTHING
Ask for a clear
Write down everything you
DO YOUR BEST
solution.
know, including your committed If you do not know something,
name and IDOC number at the do your best to describe it,
top. Also include the date of
such as how someone looks
the incident, what happened,
or giving a range of dates of
where it happened, and who
when something happened.
was involved.

REMEMBER to follow the grievance procedure carefully. You must take all steps before going to
court. If the prison prevents you from taking all steps (not giving you grievance forms, not
responding in time) the court might make an exception for you.

Between step 2 and 3...
The Grievance Officer will review
your grievance and make a
recommendation to the Warden.
The Warden will then make a
decision and send it back to you
in 2 months.

Send the form to your
counselor. The
counselor will sign and
return the form with a
reason for not fixing
your problem. If the
counselor takes too
long, move to step 2.
Send a copy of your
informal grievance to
your counselor with a
letter explaining why
there is no signature.

Submit written Formal
Grievance to
Grievance Officer
within
60 days.
Address the form to the
Grievance Officer. Give
the letter to staff to
send or drop it in the
unit mailbox. Keep 2
copies.

Appeal the decision to
the IDOC Director.
Include a copy of the
original grievance and
the Warden's decision.
You can appeal any
response that does not
solve your issue.
The Director will send
your grievance to the
Administrative Review
Board. You should hear
back within 6 months.

FILE AN
EMERGENCY
GRIEVANCE
What is an emergency?
If you are facing an emergency, you can submit a
grievance directly to the Warden. An emergency is
a threat of immediate, physical harm. Are you afraid
of being hurt, harmed, or attacked right now?
Submit an emergency grievance.

DIRECT
REVIEW
What is Direct Review?
You can use direct review to grieve:
(1) Getting placed protective custody,
(2) Getting forced to take psychotropic
medications, or
(3) Getting disciplined or treated badly in a
facility other than the one you're in now.

Step 1: What Form Do I Use?
Use the same form as for the regular grievance.
Skip the counselor step and check the "emergency"
box. Keep 2 copies.
Step 2: If Warden Grants Emergency Status....
Appeal directly to IDOC director

If the Warden Does Not
Grant Emergency Status
follow instructions the Warden sends back to you.
If you are not told what to do, or you do not hear
back, follow the Regular Grievance
Procedure (see page 2).

HOW TO SUBMIT A GRIEVANCE FOR
DIRECT REVIEW
To submit a grievance, use the same form as for
regular grievance. Skip the first 2 steps. Check
the "outside jurisdiction" box. Remember to keep
a copy.
The Administrative Review Board should get
back to you within 6 months. If you have not
heard back, submit a status inquiry on the
grievance to prison staff (try your counselor).

PREA stands for Prison Rape Elimination Act.
PREA is a law passed in 2003 that makes it clear that sexual harassment, abuse, and rape in
prison are not okay.
Not all states follow PREA. Illinois does.
The law explains to prison staff which searches are okay and which are not.
It requires states to also offer different ways of reporting sexual assault.
This guide will tell you what is not okay under PREA. This guide will also help you learn your
rights, learn how the guards should be treating you, and learn what to do if you are assaulted.

A strip search to determine your sex or
A strip search or body cavity search
performed by a guard of a different
gender.
Exception: In emergencies, guards of a
different gender may strip search you.

If these type of searches occur, you should
file a grievance. Say what happened in the
search, and say you know it is illegal under
PREA.
If you are trans, you should be able to
choose the gender of the person who
searches you. Let a staff member know
your preference, or file a grievance. You
can ask for a male, female, or a medical
professional.

You Deserve Medical Care
After you report a sexual assault you should receive free medical care. You should get:
Emergency contraception to prevent pregnancy;
STD testing;
STD prevention;
Mental health care.
Medical Care is Optional. You cannot be forced to have a medical exam.
Care should be free. You should get free medical care. You do not need to name your abuser to
get free care. You do not need to talk to people about the investigation to get free care.

Only guards of the same gender should be allowed in the shower area.

If a guard or another staff person sexually assaults you, you can report them. File a grievance
and follow the process to the end. You may be able to bring a case in court.
We recognize that PREA can be used as a tool by prison staff to target LGBTQ and HIV+
prisoners. We also hope that prisoners can use the PREA mandates to reduce some harm
after an assault.

If a guard or other staff is harassing you, talk to another staff member or supervisor. It is not okay
for staff to do nothing if you report you are worried about being sexually assaulted. Report your
worries and file a grievance if nothing is done. If you cannot report because you are afraid, talk to
a friend. They may be able to talk to staff for you, or back you up later.
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In Illinois, rape is defined as penetration (oral, anal, or vaginal), by Force or Threat of Force, or
when the victim is unable to give knowing consent.
STEP 1: Seek medical care. If you have been raped or sexually assaulted, you are entitled to
timely medical care & crisis intervention services
STEP 2: Report the offense. Submit a request slip or a grievance, tell a trusted staff
member or ask a friend or family member to call the Sexual Assault Report Line: 217-558-4013
STEP 3: File a grievance. If you report a sexual assault and the prison does not respond or
ignores you, file a grievance. If the prison does not follow the rules in the "Know your Rights
Section" section, file a grievance.
Refer to the PLRA guide (pages 1-4) for information on filing grievances.

If you are perceived to have
broken a conduct rule, you are
entitled to a copy of the
disciplinary report. You should
have a copy within 8 days of
the perceived behavior.
An Adjustment Committee
Hearing is provided for major
offenses.

You are entitled to a hearing
that begins within 14 days of
the perceived behavior.You are
also entitled to 24 hours notice
before the hearing.
Instructions on how to prepare
a defense should be given to
you before the hearing.

While waiting for the disciplinary hearing
to begin, you will either be placed in
investigative status or temporary
segregation.
Time spent in temporary segregation or
investigative status counts as credit
towards shortening a future sentence in
segregation .
Placement in temporary segregation is
reviewed after 3 days of segregation.

Whether or not you're
placed in disciplinary
segregation is decided at
the hearing.
The decision is reviewed
and the Director/Deputy
Director can choose to
overturn or shorten the
segregation sentence.

If you are found to have committed sexual
or violent assault at the Adjustment
Committee Hearing, you could be
sentenced to indeterminate segregation.
Indeterminate segregation means there is
no scheduled release date from
segregation.
Placement in indeterminate segregation
must be reviewed every 180 days in a
face-to-face interview.

You can be placed in segregation without having broken a conduct
rule.
Administrative detention is either solitary confinement or some other
restriction of access to the general prison population.
Placement in administrative detention is reviewed every 90 days. The
prisoner may or may not be interviewed during this review.
A yearly hearing is conducted on whether placement in administrative
detention should continue.

Protective custody is a form of administrative detention and can also
be a form of segregation.
You may be placed in protective custody if you are perceived to be at
risk to yourself or others (for up to 90 days). You may also request
placement in protective custody.
Once you are in protective custody, the process of getting out of
protective custody, can be difficult. Most prisoners that choose
protective custody regret it later, but you have the right to make your
own decision.

Friends, family, and organizations can be great advocates.
You may reach out to some helpful organizations like Black
& Pink (see page 13).

To appeal placement in segregation, you must submit a grievance form (see
PLRA). New hearings may be granted if: (1) you did not receive notice of the
hearing, (2) the notice you received lacked information, (3) a person on the
Committee Hearing was biased, (4) a witness that should have been allowed
was rejected, (5) or you were not given information on how to prepare a defense.

You can petition the Adjustment Committee every
90 days to shorten a
segregation sentence. You should receive a copy of the decision. Time
spent in temporary confinement or on investigative status may
help shorten a segregation sentence.
In the past, prisoners have gone to the courts and claimed due
process violations due to: (1) poor hearings (for example, a
biased adjustment committee), (2) no review, (3) rejection of a
key witnesses, and (4) bad notice. The court can order the
prison to follow its own rules, but it is hard to win in court.
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If you are a transgender person and
prison staff wants to search you, you
have a say!
1. At intake, you can list a preferred
staff to search you.
Guards of the other gender may not
be in the shower area when a trans
prisoner is showering.
If you are trans, the prison should let
you shower apart from other
prisoners.

OR
2. You can ask that a medical
professional search you.
If you are trans, the prison staff may
NOT search you to figure out if you
have male or female body parts.

If you are convicted of a misdemeanor, you can still
change your legal name while in prison. You cannot
change your legal name if the misdemeanor involves:
(1) criminal sexual abuse of a minor (under 18);
(2) indecent solicitation of a child or adult; or
(3) any offense mandating the that you register
as a sex offender.

If you are trans, the prison should
consider your health and safety to
decide where to house you.
If you are trans, prison must look at
your placement and programming
two times a year.

If you have been convicted of identity theft or
aggravated identity theft, you can not legally change
your name.

If you have been convicted of a felony, you cannot
legally change your name for 10 years after you
complete your sentence.
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Gender Dysphoria is a
clear difference between
how you see your
gender identity and the
gender others see.
This difference must
last for more than 6
months.
This difference must
cause serious distress.

Hormone Replacement Therapy
(HRT)
Gender Reassignment Surgery
or related surgery
Laser hair removal/electrolysis
Counseling
Social or legal transitions that fit with
your gender identity

You can have and wear
personal items with
approval from the Chief
Administrative Officer.

If you are totally denied medical
treatment for Gender Dysphoria,
you can file a grievance (see
PLRA section for grievance
procedure on page 1-4).
You might have proof of cruel and
unusual punishment because
prisons cannot withhold necessary
medical care.
If you can, try and get diagnosed
with Gender Dysphoria.

You can can have any length
hair, sideburns, mustaches,
or beard. But your hair
cannot create a security risk
or escape risk.
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Pen-pals, advocacy
Email: blackandpinkchicago@gmail.com

Pen-pals, legal questions, prisoner zine, and name changes in Cook County
Call: 312-558-1472
Email: info@tjlp.org
Mail to: 203 N. Lasalle, Suite 2100, Chicago, IL 60601

Contact to report an issue or with a legal questions concerning prison conditions.
Call: 773-769-1411
Email: uplc@uplcchicago.org
Mail to: Uptown People’s Law Center, 4413 N. Sheridan, Chicago, IL 60640

Possibly provide legal aid for cases about prison conditions
Email: acluofillinois@aclu-il.org
Mail to: ACLU of Illinois Intake Department, 180 North Michigan, Suite 2300,
Chicago, IL 60601

Contact to report an issue or to request information.
Call: 312-291-9237
Email: ptwhit@jha.org
Mail to: John Howard Association, P.O. Box 10042, Chicago, IL 60610
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